Abstract. Weak Gravitational Lensing is a powerful probe of the dark sector of the Universe.
Introduction
Weak lensing surveys give us important measurements of the late-time Universe. With the substantial increase in the size and quality of lensing driven experiments, this technique will continue to grow in importance in experimental cosmology [for reviews see e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, making high precision measurements of weak lensing using wide-field galaxy surveys remains challenging. One of the main observational challenges is the accurate measurement of weak lensing shear from galaxy shapes. To reach the required precision for upcoming and future data, several potential sources of systematic errors need to be controlled in the data analysis steps. Biases can arise for numerous reasons [for overviews see e.g. 6, 7] . These include, for instance, errors in estimating the local point spread function (PSF) and correcting for it [e.g. 8] , the selection of the sample of lensing galaxies, and noise bias in the image [e.g. 9, 10] , which can all lead to systematic errors in the measurement of galaxy shapes. Furthermore, these biases need not be independent, but can display interactions difficult to model analytically [11] .
Currently, several wide-field galaxy surveys are underway. The Dark Energy Survey 1 (DES) has published results on their science verification (DES SV) data covering about 140 deg 2 [12] [13] [14] . The Kilo-Degree Survey 2 (KiDS) have reported results on ∼450 deg 2 [15] . Hyper Suprime-Cam 3 (HSC) has made a first public data release [16] with gravitational lensing measurements being presented later in the year. While KiDS reports a tension in S 8 ≡ σ 8 Ω m /0.3 with the Planck 2015 results [15] , where σ 8 is the normalization of the matter power spectrum on scales of 8h −1 Mpc and Ω m is the present matter density of the Universe, first DES constraints are consistent with either [14] . Measurements on the next data releases are important for addressing this tension.
There are several methods for measuring shear. In some, the second-and higher-order moments of the galaxy light distribution are measured [e.g. 7, 17] . Other methods rely on fitting parametric models to galaxy images [e.g. 12, [18] [19] [20] . Due to the aforementioned complex origin of systematic errors in shear measurement, most of these methods share a need to be calibrated. This is typically achieved using image simulations [e.g. for a recent analysis 21], although alternative approaches exist [e.g. 22] .
Our approach for calibrating shape measurement methods, called the Monte Carlo Control Loops (MCCL), was proposed by [1] . They developed a framework of control loops set up to, in the first control loop, calibrate fast image simulations to match in key distributions of the data to be analyzed. In the second control loop, the lensing measurement is calibrated and performed on the simulations. And in the third control loop, Monte Carlo methods are used to vary the image simulations within a volume of parameter space where the simulations and the data are consistent. This is to assert that the calibrated shape measurement prescription is robust to these changes. This framework therefore calibrates the shear measurement and assesses its robustness. An initial implementation of the MCCL was presented by [17, henceforth B16] and applied to the DES SV. The MCCL were shown to calibrate a given shape measurement prescription for the corresponding biases to be sub-dominant to the measurement of, in that case, lensing one-point functions. The MCCL framework was also applied to the measurement of the redshift distribution of cosmological galaxy samples [23] .
Here, we update the intermediate target set in B16 and aim at measuring lensing twopoint functions. For this purpose, we set our targets so as to be statistics-limited by a 1,700 deg 2 wide-field survey. In order to meet the more stringent requirements of this measurement, we focus here on describing the second control loop, the shape measurement pipeline and its calibration.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the requirements on the calibration of the shear measurement needs to satisfy. Furthermore, we introduce our model for the contributions of different terms to the total systematic error. In section 3 we present our synthetic imaging surveys on which we calibrate the shear measurement. We then describe our shear measurement pipeline in section 4. The tests we perform in order to evaluate whether the calibrated shear measurement satisfies the requirements are shown in section 5. The results are then discussed in section 6. Finally, we conclude in section 7.
Requirements

Requirements targets
In this work, we focus on quantifying the requirements targets using the conventions set out in [24] . In this framework we define systematics contributions as a variance like term,
where C sys is the spherical harmonic power spectrum of the shear systematics. Furthermore, [24] give a scaling relation that allows us to set the target level for C sys depending on the properties of the lensing survey being considered.
where A is the area of the survey, n g the surface density of galaxies, and z m the median redshift of the galaxies. These requirements are designed to ensure that the systematic errors are sub-dominant compared to statistical errors for cosmological parameter constraints. The central value corresponds to the survey we consider in this paper, which has a statistical precision comparable to current generation weak lensing surveys. Therefore, this leads to a requirements target of σ 2 sys 3 × 10 −6 .
Systematics terms
First, we describe how the level of systematics can be estimated in order to check whether we meet the requirements described in section 2.1. For this purpose, let us consider an estimator γ i for the shear γ i (with i = 1, 2) which is related to the true shear bŷ
where m and c i quantify multiplicative and additive systematics respectively, and both can be spatially varying. The systematics can arise from spatial variations for various sources, as for example: PSF ellipticity e p,i , PSF size r p , galaxy size r g , galaxy magnitude m g , galaxy Sèrsic index n g , root mean square (rms) of the local background noise in the image σ bg , and number of galaxies in close vicinity N g . Note that these systematics sources can be scalar (r p , r g , m g , n g , σ, N g ) or spin-2 quantities (e p,i ). Let us collectively denote this set of quantities θ as
As a result, the multiplicative and additive contributions m and c i can be functions of θ ∈ Θ, which are in turn functions of position (x, y).
In this work, we use the true PSF information at the galaxies' positions. The main goal of this paper is the description of our framework to assess calibration biases for MCCL and its application to a realistic test scenario, where an input shear power spectrum is recovered from noisy images. The PSF reconstruction in our framework will however be addressed in future work. The induced biases due to an imperfect PSF reconstruction in recovering the power spectrum have been studied extensively by e.g. [6, 8] .
For a given systematics source θ ∈ Θ, the estimated 2-point component-wise shear correlation function is then 5) so that the scalar 2-point shear correlation function is
The systematics variance can be estimated by
at zero lag.
Systematics from scalar sources
Let us begin by considering scalar systematics sources that do not directly produce an additive term. We assume first that the different systematics sources are independent of each other. For such scalar sources θ, the systematics variance would thus be given by
Systematics from Spin-2 sources
For a spin-2 systematics source θ i , such as the PSF ellipticity e p,i , let us consider only their additive contribution. We model this contribution to linear order as
where the leakage factor α is defined as
We have assumed that α is a scalar or, in other words, that off-diagonal element in the leakage factor can be neglected. To go beyond this, α would need to be described by a tensor. In the case we consider, the systematics variance is given by
Simulations
To test our method, we generate synthetic data from a known underlying model. A shear power spectrum is input to the image simulations. This data is then analyzed in order to recover the shear power spectrum and assess biases with the framework developed in section 2. We require four key ingredients in order to generate synthetic survey data: the cosmological model (section 3.1), the astronomical models (section 3.2), the survey strategy (section 3.3), and modeling of instrumental effects (section 3.4). These are discussed in the stated sections below. The key steps in simulating an image then are outlined in section 3.5.
Cosmological model
We set our baseline parameters of the ΛCDM cosmological model to {Ω b h 2 = 0.022, Ω c h 2 = 0.12, 100θ M C = 1.0, τ = 0.066, ln 10 10 A s = 3.1 and n s = 0.97}, so that they are close to the latest Planck constraints [25, 26] . The derived parameters are {h = 0.68, Ω Λ = 0.69, Ω m = 0.31, σ 8 = 0.81}. To calculate the expected lensing signal in our mocks we also need to set the redshift distribution, n(z), of the galaxies. We use the parametric form [e.g. 24, 27] 
where a, b, and z 0 are free parameters. We set the parameters of the distribution to a = 2.2, b = 1.7, and z 0 = 0.42 to match expectation based on the DES SVA1 4 lensing sample [12, 28] . We calculate the E-mode theory power spectrum for the shear signal using PyCosmo [29, Refregier et al., in prep] and set the B-mode power spectrum to zero. We then generate Gaussian random field realizations of HEALPix [30] maps with nside = 1024, which are additionally convolved with the HEALPix-pixel window function.
Astronomical models
We follow the prescriptions described in [31] and B16 to generate synthetic catalogs containing the intrinsic properties of the simulated galaxies and stars. For a given area A, we calculate the expected number of objects using the relation
where the coefficients a i are given in table 1. We set the magnitude limit to m g ≤ 27, well below the detection threshold, since faint, unresolved objects can affect the calibration of the shear measurement [32] . The number of galaxies actually assigned to a given area, N , is selected by drawing from a Poisson distribution centered on the expected value. The galaxies are then assigned intrinsic properties: position (RA, DEC); apparent magnitude m g ; half-light radius r g ; Sèrsic index n g ; ellipticity (e 1 , e 2 ); and shear (γ 1 , γ 2 ). The positions are sampled uniformly. The shears are assigned based on the maps from section 3.1. The sizes and magnitudes of galaxies are strongly correlated and we follow the prescriptions in [31] and B16 for jointly drawing these two variables. The parameters for this step, { θ g , mag piv , log 10 r piv }, are given in table 1. The galaxy intrinsic ellipticity components e i are drawn independently from a Gaussian distribution N (0, σ e ), where values of e 2 1 + e 2 2 exceeding 1 are rejected. In this work, we employ the ellipticity definition with e = (a 2 − b 2 )/(a 2 + b 2 ), where a and b are an ellipses' semi-major and semi-minor axes [see e.g. 33] .
Galaxies are modeled with a Sèrsic profile [34] described by a single parameter n g . We sample the following distributions for the Sèrsic indices depending on the galaxy's magnitude [31] We model stars in the images using a stellar population synthesis of the Galaxy [35] to generate apparent magnitude distributions in the r-band for different locations of the Sky. While the number of stars varies spatially across the survey area, the stars are placed within the individual images with a uniform probability.
Survey strategy
We simulate a synthetic survey with a total area of about 1,700 deg 2 . We divide the region into 3,296 individual images, where the images overlap by ∼100 pixels. The image dimensions are 10,000×10,000 pixels, with a pixel scale of 0.263 arcsec 5 . We directly simulate stacked images with an equivalent number n exp = 4 of single exposures [for details see 31] . The specific key properties of this simulated survey are given in table 1.
Observational and instrumental effects
We model the point spread function (PSF) using an elliptical Moffat distribution described by four parameters [36] . These are the half-light radius r 50,p , β, which describes the shape of the profile, and the two ellipticity components e 1,p and e 2,p . Size and ellipticity are also allowed to vary across the survey area, for which we build a model based on the DES SVA1 data [12] . We use PolSpice 6 [37, 38] to first measure the three power spectra: C ,d F W HM , which is the angular power spectrum of PSF size variations, and C ,E and C ,B , which are the E-and B-modes of the PSF ellipticity. We model these power spectra using the form,
The parameters for the models employed in this work are given in table 1. For simplicity we set the E-and the B-mode power spectra within our model to be the same. We then generate Gaussian random field realizations of these angular power spectra leading to maps for d F W HM , e 1 , and e 2 , where we set nside = 1024, and convolve the map with the pixel window function. The Gaussian random fields have a mean of zero for every quantity. Since on the DES SVA1 PSF maps we have estimated the average PSF ellipticities to be e 1 ∼ 0.01 and e 2 ∼ 0.014, we adjust the simulated PSF ellipticity maps by shifting them by this value. We set the PSF FWHM to 0.93 arcsec and the PSF Moffat parameter β to 2.5, which also allows us to convert from d F W HM -to a r 50,p -map. The PSF properties of a position within a HEALPix pixel are set to the value at its center. The resulting maps are shown in appendix A. Similar to B16, we model the background noise with a Gaussian noise component. Its rms values σ bg are spatially varying, and they are drawn from the normal distribution N (0.660, 0.018), describing typical values. We furthermore include a prescription for saturation [for details see 31].
Image generation
We simulate images using the Ultra Fast Image generator [UFig; 31]. As mentioned above, UFig directly generates coadded images bypassing the generation of single exposure images [for details see 31] . The key simulation steps for each of the N images images of our synthetic survey are: (i) generate an image containing only background noise, (ii) generate galaxy and star catalogs with the models described in section 3.2, (iii) evaluate the PSF at the object positions (section 3.4), (iv) evaluate the shear at the galaxy positions, and (v) render the objects convolved with the local PSF profile and add them to the image containing the background noise.
In order for the background noise properties of the simulations to be comparable to proper coadded images, we add the Gaussian background noise (section 3.4) first, and then additionally resample the whole image with an empirically derived convolution kernel. This kernel mimics correlations between the pixel values due to the coaddition of n exp single exposures. This is similar to the Lanczos convolution used in B16 and [31] . Furthermore, the image contains photon noise. Galaxies are sampled photon-by-photon and thus naturally include it, while for the stars, which are simulated on a pixel grid, we add Poissonian noise. Further details on the image generation process can be found in [31] .
Measurement method
This section describes the analysis steps used to measure the angular shear power spectrum on coadded images. The images are first analyzed with SExtractor [39, henceforth SE], where the values for the keys GAIN, PSF FWHM, and SATURATE are individually set to the coadded images' input values. Then, we perform a star-galaxy separation (section 4.1) and select the galaxy sample (section 4.2). On these selected galaxies, their shear is estimated with a calibrated prescription based the moments of the galaxies' light distribution (section 4.3). Finally, sky maps of the estimated shear are constructed and the angular power spectrum is estimated (section 4.4).
Star-galaxy separation
Stars and galaxies are separated in the MAG AUTO vs. MU MAX plane (e.g. [40] ) with linear relations, empirically calibrated on our simulations. Galaxies are selected with In this work, we describe a framework to evaluate the performance of the calibration of the shear measurement and predict residual systematics. Since we use intrinsic properties of galaxies as sources inducing systematics (see section 5), we remove objects such as stars that have been misidentified as galaxies for this paper. The effect of star contamination to the sample will be explored in future work.
Galaxy sample selection
In order to construct the lensing sample, we perform cuts on Signal-to-Noise (S/N), the size of the galaxies, and a cut on the size of galaxies relative to the local PSF size, similar to the cuts in B16. The first two cuts remove galaxies with
and which exceed an upper threshold in the half-light radius
For the latter, we convert the local values of the PSF size and ellipticity to normalized quadrupole moments P ij , and then use the diagonal elements P 11 and P 22 . We require the galaxies in the sample to satisfy
Shear measurement and PSF correction
We follow the prescriptions outlined in B16, which are themselves to first order based on [33] , to estimate the galaxies' shear. Similar to B16, the measurement is complexified only if needed; that is, if the accuracy of the calibrated shear measurement does not satisfy the requirements targets set in section 2.1. The complexification can be achieved by e.g. including higher-order terms. First, we convert the local PSF size and ellipticity {r p , e p,i } at each galaxy's position to quadrupole moments {P ij }. These moments, scaled with a calibration factor λ, are then subtracted from the galaxy's weighted quadrupole moments as estimated by SE to perform an effective PSF-deconvolution
The (uncalibrated) estimated shear is then
Here, β, which creates an explicit dependence of the estimated shear on the ratio of galaxy and PSF size, is set to 1.3. We then require
and remove galaxies not satisfying this condition from the sample. The SE windowed quadrupole moments X2WIN IMAGE, Y2WIN IMAGE, and XY-WIN IMAGE are weighted with a circular Gaussian with rms FLUX RADIUS/ √ 2 ln 2. This causes the shape estimate to be biased, which we calibrate with a single multiplicative factor η, i.e.γ
The two calibration parameters λ and η are estimated jointly. The optimum values minimize the dependence of the estimated shear signal on the shape of the PSF (PSF leakage), which arises due to an insufficient PSF correction, and the discrepancy between the true and the estimated shear signal. These values are calibrated on a multiple of the target area. In our case, we use 10 surveys.
Angular power spectrum estimation
To estimate the angular power spectrum, we perform the following three steps. First, we create HEALPix maps of the estimated shear signal. We then use PolSpice to estimate the angular power spectra C ,uncorr , which contain noise contributions due to the random alignment of the intrinsic shapes of galaxies (shape noise). Lastly, these noise contributions are removed.
We compute HEALPix maps of the estimated shear signal by putting each galaxy based on its angular coordinates into a pixel of a nside = 1024 map. We then average the shear values within each pixel. We note that since we simulate a synthetic survey consisting of overlapping images, objects at the edges of the images can be detected multiple times. In these cases, we randomly select one out of the ensemble of multiple detections, and remove the others from the sample.
To correct for the finite survey mask, PolSpice first estimates the pseudo-power spectrum on the masked maps. It then applies a Fourier transform to compute the real space correlation function corresponding to this power spectrum. This correlation function is then corrected for the limited survey area by dividing by the correlation function of the mask. PolSpice then applies a Fourier transform to it and returns the estimated power spectrum. The correlation function can only be estimated on angular scales smaller than the angular extent of the survey. We therefore set for the maximum separation angle of galaxy pairs considered in this computation thetamax = 60 deg. The demasking procedure induces Fourier ringing artifacts, which can be reduced by applying a Gaussian apodization to the correlation function. We follow the prescriptions proposed by [38, 41] and set the scale factor apodizesigma to thetamax/2.
As a second parameter, we need to set nlmax, the maximum value for which the angular power spectra are computed. We choose nlmax = 2,500. Furthermore, we correct for the effect of the HEALPix pixel window function.
To remove the contribution to C ,uncorr due to shape noise, we first estimate the noise level by shuffling the estimated shear valuesγ 1 andγ 2 among all galaxies in the sample. The positions are kept unchanged, and thus the patterns in the number density of the galaxies are not affected. Then, we perform the map-making and power spectrum estimation steps described above. In total, we repeat this process M = 100 times. These random realizations are then averaged, and finally subtracted from the estimated angular power spectrum
5 Measuring the systematic errors
In this section we present the implementation of the diagnostic tests introduced in section 2. These check that the calibrated shear measurement (see section 4) satisfies the requirements laid out in section 2.1.
To assess the accuracy of a measurement, one is limited by the statistical uncertainties of the measurement. To circumvent this, a number of realizations N are required to reduce the statistical uncertainties. We empirically find that, similar to B16, to evaluate whether the shear measurement satisfies the requirements, the number needs to be N 100. Since we estimate the shear signal on a synthetic survey with an area of 1,700 deg 2 and place requirements on this measurement, we set N = 250. This corresponds to a total of roughly 425,000 deg 2 , equivalent to 10 full skies. Furthermore, we choose to limit our analysis to a maximum multipole of max = 1,000 for several reasons. The contribution to the power spectrum due to the intrinsic shape is comparable to the signal on these small scales. This leads to the power spectrum estimation being more susceptible to the correction of the shape noise. Furthermore, the uncertainties in correcting for the pixel window function of the HEALPix maps increase with the multipole. For instance, the correction on the power spectrum for scales ∼ 1,000 are at the level of about 5%. Finally, the theoretical interpretation of the power spectrum is more challenging for larger multipoles . Due to small angular scales probing the non-linear evolution of the density field, correlations between modes are increasingly significant for multipoles 1,000 [e.g. 42] The detailed implementation of the systematics diagnostics is presented below. In section 5.1, we first describe how σ 2 sys is evaluated directly by measuring the difference between the true and the estimated shear angular power spectra. We then present the estimation for the residual systematics in sections 5.2 & 5.3. Our method relies on first separately mapping out the sensitivities of the shear measurement to the distribution of each systematics source. Based on these, we then predict the value of σ 2 sys . This diagnostic tool is important, as, given the prediction agrees with the residual systematic errors, it allows us to prioritize which sensitivities need to be decreased in order to satisfy the requirements and minimize σ 2 sys .
Direct σ 2 sys evaluation
For each of the 250 simulated surveys, the shape noise-corrected shear power spectrumĈ ,j is estimated (see section 4.4). We can then interpret the residual between the mean of these power spectra and the true shear signal C t as the contribution to the angular power spectrum due to systematics terms
The corresponding value of σ 2 sys is computed with equation 2.1. We use PolSpice with the settings described in section 4.4 to compute the shear signal C t of the true shear maps. On these maps, we apply the survey mask. By comparing the estimated to the power spectrum computed using the true shear maps, we avoid the need of including an uncertainty due to cosmic variance in the analysis. We furthermore reduce the effects of demasking by applying the same survey mask to the true shear maps.
Creating systematics maps
To estimate the level of systematics, we construct maps. These maps capture the impact of different systematics terms on the shear measurement. Since these are maps of the intrinsic quantities of the galaxies, we first begin by matching the detected to the input catalog. This is done by ensuring that the positions are within 2.5 image pixels and the magnitude difference is less than 4.
We construct systematics maps for the six scalar sources: r g , m g , n g , r p , σ bg , and N g . For each of these systematics sources we follow the same steps.
First, a binning scheme in the corresponding quantity is derived from one of the survey realizations. We choose to bin in 19 bins and assert that each bin contains approximately the same number of objects. Choosing too many bins increases the noise in estimating the systematics impact of each diagnostic, while too few lead to an underestimation of the impact. We empirically find 19 to be a good compromise. We then apply this fixed binning scheme to the other random realizations. Within each bin k in this scalar quantity, we estimate the multiplicative biases m i,k for each component using a linear relation
where γ t i is the true value for the i-th shear component. We then check that the two components m 1,k and m 2,k yield similar values. By taking the mean, these are then combined to a single value for the multiplicative bias m k in each bin. Lastly, we assign this value for the multiplicative bias to each galaxy in this bin. This allows us then to create three systematics maps: ∆m, the average value of the multiplicative biases m k for each galaxy in each pixel; ∆mγ t , the spin-2 maps of the average values for the combination of the each galaxy's multiplicative bias and true shear values γ t i ; and ∆θ/θ, the map of the relative deviation of the scalar quantity θ relative to the full samples' average value.
Similarly, we construct diagnostic maps for the spin-2 systematics sources, here the value of the PSF ellipticity at the galaxy's position e i,p . We again first derive a binning scheme for each of the components. We choose here 1,000 bins, which we empirically find to be a good choice, each containing the same number of objects (∼ 20,000). For each bin we calculate the mean and rms deviation of the shear estimate to the true value (γ i − γ t i ). We then estimate the slope α i for each component, i.e.
where θ i is the i-th component of the spin-2 quantity. We perform a 4σ-clipping in each bin to remove outliers, and then refit. This gives more robust estimates of α i . The slopes α i are then added in quadrature to obtain a single value α for both components. Finally, we construct the systematics maps: θ, the average value of each component of the spin-2 quantity; and αθ, the average value of each component and the leakage α.
Evaluation of σ 2 sys,s for systematics diagnostics
To reduce the noise in the estimation of the impact of each systematics source (section 2), we perform the analysis on a combination of the diagnostics maps computed for every survey realization.
For each systematics source, we first average the diagnostic maps of the N realizations. We then smooth each of the average diagnostic maps by applying a Gaussian kernel with a rms of π/ smooth , where this smoothing scale is chosen such that smooth ∼ 2 max ∼ 2,000. Smoothing the diagnostic maps and the survey mask consistently allows us to make the power spectrum estimation of these systematics terms more robust for scales < max . Furthermore, the two methods for evaluating σ 2 sys,s (see below), where the subscript 's' denotes that the maps are smoothed, can be made consistent (see below). We finally compute the angular power spectra of these maps using the same settings for PolSpice as given in section 4.4.
These combined diagnostic maps and power spectra allow us to evaluate the contributions to σ 2 sys,s for each individual scalar and spin-2 systematics source. To test for robustness, we use two methods to estimate the contributions. The first method uses combinations of the diagnostic maps to compute σ 2 sys,s (1pt), while the other uses the corresponding power spectra (2pt). Since a Gaussian kernel has been applied to the diagnostics maps, fluctuations at small angular scales are suppressed. Therefore, we ensure that the ranges in angular scales probed by the 1pt-and 2pt-method agree.
The contributions to σ 2 sys,s for scalar systematics sources (see equation For the first method (1pt), we use the combined and smoothed diagnostic maps ∆m and the input shear maps of each component γ t i . We evaluate the first term σ 2 sys,s,1 by summing over the non-empty pixels N pix and computing
And similarly for the second term
We estimate the effect of the scalar systematics for the second method (2pt), by computing the corresponding angular power spectra. These are then related using equation 2.1 to σ 2 sys,s . To estimate the first term σ 2 sys,s,1 , we compute the cross-correlation between the smoothed ∆m diagnostic maps and the true shear map
Similarly, we consider the auto-correlation of the ∆m diagnostic maps for the second term σ 2 sys,2 ,
For spin-2 systematics sources, the contributions to σ 2 sys,s , which correspond to the auto-correlation of the additive bias c (see equation 2.11), are estimated similarly for the two methods. For the first method again (1pt), we use the diagnostic maps for each component θ i and compute
While for the second method (2pt), we compute the auto-correlation of these diagnostics maps and use equation 2.1, i.e. C sys = (αθ) 2 .
(5.10)
Results
As explained in section 5, an area larger than the target area of the measurement needs to be simulated in order to evaluate the systematic error contributions due to a miscalibration of the shape measurement. Thus, we have simulated 250 realizations of our synthetic survey Figure 1 . Recovery of the true shear power spectrum C t . The lines denote the E-and B-modes of the true shear map (True EE and True BB; red and yellow lines), the estimated E-and B-modes estimated by averaging 250 synthetic survey realizations (Est EE and Est BB; green and cyan lines), and the cumulative residual E-and B-modes (Res EE and Res BB; blue and magenta lines), which correspond to the σ each covering an area of about 1,700 deg 2 , i.e. equivalent to about 10 full skies (for details see section 3 and table 1).
We apply the steps described in section 4 to this simulated data set. First, the stargalaxy separation is performed (section 4.1). Next, we select the galaxy sample and find a resulting galaxy density of about 4 per arcmin 2 (section 4.2). We then use a subset of 10 survey realizations to calibrate the shear measurement by comparing shear estimates to the input shear signal for each individual galaxy, yielding the calibration factors (section 4.3)
We apply the calibration factors to the whole data set, and create maps for which we estimate the angular power spectra (section 4.4). Finally, we evaluate the systematic error contributions using the framework described in section 5.
The results are summarized in figures 1-3. Figure 1 compares the true and the measured shear power spectra. The estimated E-mode power spectrum (green curve) lies on the true E-mode shear power spectrum C t (red curve). The power spectra differ at the level of about PSF half-light radius r p ; 6. local rms of the background noise σ bg ; 7. local number of galaxies in 1.7×1.7 arcmin 2 pixels N g ); and 8. residual shear signal vs. PSF ellipticity e i,P SF (i ∈ 1, 2). The green and purple curves are for the 1-and 2-components respectively. The numbers in the upper right corner denote in the first panel the corresponding multiplicative and additive biases at the one-point level. In the other panels, they denote the contributions to σ Figure 3 . Two-point diagnostic functions from a combination of 250 synthetic survey realizations. The panels are the corresponding panels to figure 2, but with two-point functions instead of one-point functions. The lines in the panels from left to right, top to bottom are: 1. E-and B-modes of the smoothed true shear power spectrum (True EE and True BB; red and yellow lines), E-and B-modes of the estimated shear power spectrum on smoothed maps (Est EE and Est BB; green and cyan lines), and the residual E-and B-modes (Res EE and Res BB; blue and magenta lines) (cf. figure 1) ; 2.-7. Angular power spectrum of the ∆θ/θ relative difference map before (red solid line) and after smoothing (red dashed line), the power spectra contributing to σ 2 sys,s (yellow and green lines; see section 5.3), and the cumulative of these power spectra (2pt method; cyan and blue lines); 8. E-and B-modes of the PSF auto-correlation before (red and yellow solid lines) and after smoothing (red and yellow dashed lines), and the power spectra (green and cyan lines) and their corresponding cumulative contributions to σ target is given by the horizontal, black dashed line. The residual systematics in the recovery of the power spectrum satisfy this limit for both the E-and B-modes. Figure 2 shows the one-point diagnostics. The top left panel shows the multiplicative and additive biases for each shear component (equation 2.3) for the full lensing sample. The panels 2-7 from top to bottom, left to right, show the multiplicative biases as a function of the 6 scalar systematics sources: intrinsic half-light radius r g , intrinsic magnitude m g , Sèrsic index n g , PSF half-light radius r p , local value of the rms of the background noise σ bg , and local number of galaxies in 1.7×1.7 arcmin 2 pixels N g . We use these curves to construct the systematics maps we use to predict their induced systematic errors. In the top right corner, we give the contributions to σ 2 sys,s estimated on the systematics maps (1pt). The last panel shows the residual shear signal as a function of the spin-2 systematics source, the PSF ellipticity e i,P SF . We consider in this work only the contribution to the additive bias of this source, which we estimate by fitting a linear relation (equation 5.3). As we effectively calibrate the PSF deconvolution by minimizing the PSF leakage α, the residual slope is small.
Using the sensitivities shown in figure 2 , we construct systematics maps and smooth following the prescriptions in section 5.2. On these maps, the contributions of each systematics source to the total residual systematics parametrized by σ 2 sys,s are computed by either directly evaluating the systematics maps (1pt), or computing their E-mode angular power spectra (2pt). Ideally, we expect our prediction of the systematics levels σ 2 sys,s to yield consistent results for both approaches. Furthermore, the sum of all contributions should agree with the total residual systematics estimated by comparing the smoothed estimated and true shear power spectra (equation 5.1). Figure 3 shows the estimated power spectra of the smoothed shear (top left) and systematics maps (other panels). The ordering of the panels corresponds to the one in figure 2 . The top left panel compares the shear E-and B-mode power spectra estimated on smoothed shear maps to the smoothed true spectra (cf. figure 1 ). The differences are interpreted to be caused by systematics, and we show their cumulative contribution to σ 2 sys,s . The final value is consistent with the predicted sum of the systematics for the E-modes (blue dashed line). For completeness, we also show the total residual B-modes power spectrum, which is similar to residual E-modes.
The other panels show the power spectra contributing to the total residual error. As in figure 2 , the first 6 panels are for the scalar and the last panel for the spin-2 systematics sources. We plot the angular power spectra of the unsmoothed and smoothed maps of these quantities. The systematics levels we predict for each source estimated with the two methods (1pt: dashed horizontal lines; 2pt; solid lines of the same colors) are furthermore shown. These methods agree for all of the systematics sources, with the exception of the spin-2 systematics source, the PSF ellipticity e p,i . The latter contributions, as estimated by both approaches, are however at a significantly lower level than the other systematics sources. As mentioned above, they are suppressed by the empirical PSF correction. We note that the angular power spectra decay in power at large multipoles due to the maps being smoothed. Since the 1pt-computation integrates over all possible scales, the 2pt-computation however does not. Hence, smoothing the maps and thus suppressing small-scale power is a necessary condition for the two approaches to yield consistent results. The sum of all the cyan and blue dashed lines (1pt) in the systematics panels corresponds to the blue dashed line in the first panel.
Our predictions of the systematics yields consistent results for σ 2 sys,s for the two methods (1pt and 2pt). Furthermore, their sum agrees with the residual shear signal estimated on smoothed shear maps. We also require the overall effective residual shear systematics evaluated on unsmoothed maps σ 2 sys to satisfy the target (dashed black line in figure 1 ). With these two conditions in combination we are able to satisfy the requirements described in section 2.1 for our survey configuration.
Conclusion
We have presented an application of the MCCL framework to calibrate the shear measurement for two-point statistics. After deriving the requirements for a given weak lensing survey configuration, we described diagnostics based on one-point statistics that are used for this calibration process. We also showed how these diagnostics can be used to predict the contributions of different sources of systematics to the total shear power spectrum.
We then applied this framework to perform an integration test in which an input shear power spectrum is propagated through synthetic image simulations in order to recover the shear power spectrum. We have generated 250 realizations of a synthetic survey, each covering 1,700 deg 2 , which corresponds to about 425,000 deg 2 of imaging data. These images have then been analyzed, and the shear has been measured. This measurement has first been calibrated on a subset of these images (∼ 17,000 deg 2 ), and then the performance of the shear measurement has been assessed on all the images. For this analysis we ignore PSF modeling errors and star contamination of the galaxy sample. With these simplifying assumptions, we find that the shear measurement can be calibrated within the required accuracy. Furthermore, we account for the total residual shear systematics in terms of the different contributing systematics sources.
This paper is part of a series on the implementation of the MCCL method [1] . It extends the work of B16 from shear one-point to two-point functions. Another application is the measurement of the redshift distribution, which was given in [23] . In future work, an application of the MCCL method to current surveys, including PSF modeling errors and other effects, will be presented.
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Using these PSF estimates, we have created HEALPix maps with nside = 1024 of the mean-subtracted PSF ellipticity, and a relative difference map of the PSF FWHM, which is dimensionless. On these maps we have then run PolSpice, setting thetamax = 15 deg and apodizesigma = 7.5. Based on these power spectra, we have then adjusted the parameters in equation 3.4 yielding the PSF model given in table 1. Finally, we have generated Gaussian random fields and then shifted and rescaled these maps by the mean PSF size and ellipticities (see section 3.4). Using a fixed Moffat parameter β set to 2.5 we have furthermore converted the PSF FWHM map to a half-light radius map. Figure 4 shows the maps we have used in our analysis. Figure 4 . Generated PSF maps used as input to the simulations. The panels display from top to bottom: PSF half-light radius r p ; PSF ellipticity 1-component e p,1 ; and PSF ellipticity 2-component e p,2 . In each of the panels, the orange line denotes the Galaxy, while the magenta region is the area our synthetic survey covers. The pixel scale for the first map is set to 0.263 arcsec.
